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Think about it. Every innovative idea and every successful team or business,
started with someone who created a ripple that turned into a wave.

LISA EVEN

Speaker, Coach & Joy Connoisseur

Lisa’s mind is always working
making a good idea better. She’s

an insightful collaborator and
spekaer, with an eye for impact

and ROI.

I loved the Q&A at the end! I could
ask about my specific scenarios

and “How would you handle”
moments.

Lisa demonstrates a life filled with
joy filled opportunities and the fruit
that can come from it. Her positivity

is truly infectious and made me
want to transform my life and work

with joy.

I had so many takeaways that I
learned from Lisa when she spoke,

and I implemented one item at
home and another at the team

office the very next day!

Kevin U
Senior Leader

Lindsey L
Ops. Front-line Leader

Julie K
Entrepreneur

Jorge I
CEO

Two fun facts are that Lisa has a monthly JOY calendar 

and she is on a mission to meet 1 million people. 
Joy IS

MY
JOB

TM



THE

Lisa Even
Speaker, Coach & Shoulding Survivor

Productivity Through the Chaos

What is Your Engagement Score?

Using personal stories, business cases, and experiences
from the audience, Lisa delivers examples of organizations
and individuals that have created more powerful ripples
and inspired action, innovation, and productive
breakthroughs. She’ll introduce a process that will enable
you to create and sustain a culture that will produce
repeatable results!

CREATING MICHELIN STAR EXPERIENCES AND 
RESULTS FOR YOUR TEAM

Have Good Ripple Effect...
Developing Positive Team Culture
SECRETS TO DEVELOPING POSITIVE TEAM CULTURE

is a corporate-world culture junkie, turned
entrepreneur, who is cheering loud for 

all those who want to 
Have Good Ripple Effect.  

 
She delivers high-energy keynotes and 
wave workshops that challenge leaders 

and teams to think beyond their backyards,
and realize that they happen to the world,

and not the other way around.  
  

Trained in Public Relations and Public
Administration, Lisa has a unique

background in ops leadership, project
management, and business development.
She attributes her credibility to R&R Café, 
the tiny café in Eastern Iowa where she
waitressed in high school, and the first 
group of direct reports that she had in

corporate America, those 65 people did
more than they will ever know! 

 
 Through Speaking, coaching, and wave

workshops, Lisa partners with leaders and
teams to relate, create, and innovate 

through connection, culture, and productivity.  

3 Featured Talks

CONTACT

(515)498-3836
www.lisaeven.com
lisa@lisaeven.com

Leadership doesn’t happen tomorrow at noon, it happens
today…in every moment, situation, and scenario. I invite you
to be part of an energetic, yet practical and implementable
session that is scenario-based. Lisa introduces a simple
three-step process for productivity through the chaos. She
uses specific examples... some funny... some moving...
some inspiring... so the audience will leave with powerful
(and executable) strategies to apply immediately.

As leaders and entrepreneurs, we oftentimes forget, that
WE happen to our teams and not the other way around.
What do you want your team look like? To act like? To feel
like? Our ability to create experiences and influence team
engagement, affects our ability to produce results. Through
interactive dialogue, exercises, and a point-system, Lisa
leads teams through a self-discovery exercise to evaluate
whether they are creating daily engaging experiences and
to identify gaps in connection, culture, and productivity.
Walk away with, experiences worth having and strategies to
increase engagement and corporate morale.
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CREATING DAILY HABITS THAT MATTER

Don't see what you are looking for? Just ask!


